• on the method as we introduced it 2 can be summarized as follows: (1) The method does not take into account ambient pressure and density variations with height, and (2) The use of a onedimensional Fourier transform is not justified. We will deal with these subjects in different sections, but we will start with the second topic. 
INTRODUCTION
The comments of Raspet et al.
• on the method as we introduced it 2 can be summarized as follows: (1) The method does not take into account ambient pressure and density variations with height, and (2) The use of a onedimensional Fourier transform is not justified. We will deal with these subjects in different sections, but we will start with the second topic. 
I. THREE-DIMENSIONAL
This method can handle both wind and temperature effects (separately or combined) as long as the medium is built up in horizontal layers (a so-called stratified medium). The Hankel transform that is used in previous calculation methods has one disadvantage when compared to our model: It depends on only one variable r and hence requires cylindrical symmetry around the z axis. So the temperature effect, which has cylindrical symmetry, can be dealt with, but the wind effect cannot be handled separately.
After introducing the theoretical scheme for the threedimensional method, we restricted ourselves to two-dimensional calculation schemes by leaving out the transform from y•ky. The only reason was to save computer time and memory. However, the outcome of the two-dimensional computer calculations is used for three-dimensional sound propagation as well. We fully agree with Raspet et al. that there is little justification for this step in our article 2 and therefore we want to be more specific on this subject. If the symmekry plane :is taken in y = 0, the method of stationary phase can be used in our own method. Temperature 'effects are treated correct, as their circular symmetry automatically leads to a mirror symmetry around y = 0. Situations with wind gradients are only symmetric around y = 0 when cross wind components are neglected. That is why we explicitly confined ,ourselves in the article 2 to those situations where the wind vector points in the x direction. Now the main question of this section (can a two-dimensional method be used to solve three-dimensional problems) has reduced to the question whether or not C can be solved.
In the homogeneous free-field case solving C is easy. In that case the sound field from a monopole source situated at (0,0,z s ) is given in the Fourier domain as P( kx ,ky,z,co ) = exp( -jk• [z -zs I ) /jk•, 
give the distances between source and receiver. In a homogeneous free field case, the phase •b is proportional to --kr, and the solution of C from Eq. (3b) is found
As expected C O gives indeed the ratio between the two solutions of Eqs. (6). When a ground surface is added (but the medium remains homogeneous), phase shifts are introduced due to the mirror source and the value of C O will be slightly different from the free-field value. However, ifzz/r2• 1 and kr> 1, these differences can be neglected. These conditions are always fulfilled in the situations described in our article. 2 It is interesting to note that in this particular case it can be proved numerically that the two-dimensional calculation method may well be used to calculate three-dimensional sound pressures, as the computer results can be compared with previous models on sound propagation over absorbing ground surfaces. These models are basically three dimensional. For the comparison, we used the calculation method given by Attenborough et alfi The agreement was excellent; we never found differences between both methods larger then 1 dB, while these differences might be caused by computational errors as well.
The next step is to compare a case with a vertical gradient plus an absorbing ground surface with the homogeneous free-field case. Then, we find for the homogeneous case without a ground surface: P2D,0 (X,Z,EO) = C0P3D,0 (.X,0,Z,03), We restricted ourselves in our article explicitly to those cases where the wind in the y direction equals zero. In outdoor measurements, however, the wind speed is mainly given as the vector in the direction from source to receiver. This must be done because it otherwise takes too long to wait for those meteorological cases where the cross wind speed equals zero. The question arises whether our model could also be expanded to cases with a non-zero cross wind speed.
De long did a lot of work in our laboratory examining However, although it was initially not our intention to account for ambient pressure variations, we will show that our equations are more general than might be concluded from our paper, and can be applied beyond the limits we gave. In other words, Eq. (13) can be used to account for pressure variations as well and is not restricted to near horizontal propagation.
In The theory is basically three dimensional but our computer model is restricted to two dimensions for practical reasons. This two-dimensional model is able to predict threedimensional sound propagation from a point source if the medium is symmetric with respect to the plane y = 0, which is the case for temperature gradients and for wind gradients if the wind vector points in the x direction. For situations with a significant cross wind component a three-dimensional implementation of the method will be necessary for accurate predictions of the sound field. In the two-dimensional calculations, large vertical separations between source and receiver should be avoided.
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where c(z) is the sound speed in still air at altitude z, w(z) the wind speed, and O(z) the angle between the direction the wind is blowing to at the altitude z and the horizontal component of propagation direction. This approximation is only useful for low vertical propagation angles. The fast-field methods incorporate the density variation with height into layers with constant density, constant sound velocity, wind speed, and wind direction. Gradients of these properties are modeled by the use of multiple thin layers. Nijs and Wapenaar's method represents a significant improvement for sound propagation when the source and receiver have large vertical separation or the atmosphere is strongly refracting so that ray paths are at steep vertical angles. However, the variations with ambient pressure and density which the Nijs and Wapenaar method does not include will be greatest for these situations.
In addition, Nijs and Wapenaar assume that a one-dimensional Fourier transform will give correct results for propagation in the spatial direction corresponding to the wave-number component for propagation in the downwind or upwind. No direct justification is given for such an assumption.
In this letter, we drive the matrix equations in pressure and particle velocity to correctly describe sound propagation in an atmosphere with altitude dependent pressure, density, sound speed, and horizontal wind vector, and investigate the limitations imposed by the use of the one-dimensional Fourier transform in place of the two-dimensional transform.
I. THEORY
The matrix relations between pressure and particle velocity for a horizontally stratified media can be derived based on Pierce's derivation of a wave equation for fluids with unsteady inhomogeneous flow. 3 Pierce derives a linear wave equation correct to first order in the ratio of acoustic wavelength to inhomogeneity length scale and also to first order in ratio of wave period to inhomogeneity time scale. Consequently, these equations do not apply to very low-frequency propagation in the atmosphere. 
